Goofy Games That
Get in Your Head

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Outside the regular rotation of traditional board games,
there is a subset of brilliant games that thrive on the
absurd. Tossing aside all decorum and dignity, these
head-themed entertainments blaze their own trail into the
realm of the ridiculous. Employing the tools of slapstick
and physical comedy, players face hilarious challenges with
no shame and all the exuberance of youth. Ideal for
breaking the ice, party gaming or injecting family game
night with fresh hilarity, the following games go to the
head of the class for comic competition.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Speak Out:
Kids vs Parents

Moustache Smash
(Spin Master)

(Hasbro)

Selecting and memorizing your
false moustache is just the beginning of this fast-paced match game,
as players seek to smash their
‘stache onto the turning cards that
duplicate the style or color of their
own. If you’re first (and correct) on
the smash, you keep the card. But when the Moustache Pass card
turns, all players pass their moustache style to the left and that’s
when things really get hairy. Despite having the answer right under
your nose, keeping up with the changing style and color of your own
moustache adds a farcical challenge to this fast-paced smackdown. The player with the most cards when the pile is gone, wins
the smash. Keeping in mind that sudden and silly facial hair makes
everything better,the mounting tension of this game make it an easy
pick for fast fun from the gaming shelf!

Egged On: The Game
of Egg Roulette

Pie Face Showdown

Dignity is the first thing to go in this
popular game that challenges our most
basic speech abilities. Wearing clear
plastic mouthpieces players draw a
phrase card and try to speak coherently
enough to be understood by their teammates. Racing against a timer, the challenge to form words without the use of your lips takes on a desperation
that is both maddening and hilarious. Designed for joint play between
parents and kids, this version employs to delightful effect 200 doublesided phrase cards that echo the speech of parents (“This place is a
pig sty”) and kids (What a bummer, brother”). There’s a fair amount of
drool that comes along with the struggle to make yourself understood
during game play. But the sheer physical comedy of this celebration of
miscommunication is worth every single spoken word.

(Hasbro)

It takes a bit of bravery to offer up
your own face as a target for pie. But the
two-player Pie Face Showdown makes
it a bit easier as the risk and reward is
shared between two players. With two
bright cut-outs for players’ faces, the
‘pie’ (watered sponge) is loaded on the
throwing arm. Then each player, face exposed, begins frantic button
mashing that will unpredictably launch the pie into one player’s face.
The throwing arm is also adjustable so that young children can enjoy a
more balanced game against faster, more advanced players. The game
includes the pie sponge that can be moistened, but whipped cream (not
included) is a sweet option, too. There’s no strategy, no long game, no
sedate pacing here. Just the excitement and suspense of knowing a pie
is incoming, and the destination face is a mystery...until it hits.

(Hasbro)

Ten eggs in a plastic carton and
you must pick one. Some eggs are safe,
but some are full of water. With a spinner to direct the choosing, the game
play is simple. Players take turns picking
plastic refillable eggs from the carton
and smashing them on their head. Once
you acknowledge that the players are enjoying a juvenile pleasure of
smashing eggs on heads, the fun is free to flow. Best played with the
under-ten set, this slapstick entertainment maximizes childlike glee
as eggs are gently smashed, cracked and tapped on heads to reveal
their secret. The amount of water is really small, so the mess is minimal. Ideal for the energetic kids who need an ‘active’ game to keep
them engaged, this egg roulette offers up a cracking good time!

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
Books to Save a Bad Day
Families with kids often have a front row seat to the unwelcome surprises that
can come out of nowhere to disrupt an otherwise normal day. When plans go
awry and things spiral out of control, sometimes a lighthearted response is the
best approach as we work to reassemble our expectations. The following titles
recast catastrophe as comedy, taking readers through the mayhem toward
hopeful and humorous outcomes on the other side of unexpected chaos!

Georgie’s Best Bad Day

by Ruth Chan (Roaring Brook / Macmillan)
After getting up on the wrong side of the bed and slipping on a banana peel, George seeks out his friends to help
turn his bad day around. Unfortunately, his friends are all having their own difficult mornings. They agree that doing their favorite things is guaranteed to turn the bad day around. But as they explore each friend’s choice hobby
gardening gets clipped, knitting knots up, and cooking becomes chaos. When the friends are about give up on
the bad day, one final insult to their efforts lets them laugh at the chaos and make the most of what’s left. Delightfully illustrated slapstick moments in George’s Best Bad Day offer kids a bit of humorous perspective for the day
that challenges them at every turn.

And The Robot Went...

by Michelle Robinson, Illustrated by Sergio Ruzzier (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin)
The discovery of a box launches an odyssey of catastrophic reactions as a versatile cast of
characters try to restore the disassembled robot inside it. With so many hands on the repairs the
result teeters between cascade failure or robot readiness, until one hand with a key turns the chaos
around. Filled with fantastic sound effects, readers enjoy a mounting tension as switches flick,
screws twist, and levers pull in the effort to put the robot back in action. This title also benefits from
the repeating patterns of cumulative storytelling which support predictive thought, memorization,
and speech therapy. Guaranteed to be a read-aloud favorite, And The Robot Went goes to the top
of the bookshelf!

Accident!

by Andrea Tsurumi (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
When Lola ruins a chair with a massive juice spill, running away to the library (because books
and bathrooms) seems like the best plan. In her dash away from the accident, Lola runs right
into other friends’ messes. A broken swing and chopped water hose spur her frightened friends
to join Lola’s escape. As the running entourage of unlucky friends swells, their frantic flight is
surrounded by edge-to-edge illustrations of mistakes, mayhem, calamity, and errors throughout
their community. Chaos follows the fleeing friends into the library and while they don’t escape
the day’s catastrophe, they do find a single word in the library that can help them revisit their
troubles and set them right. Filled with hilarious background imagery of everything that can go
wrong, Accident is a cheerful reminder that not every misfortune happens on purpose.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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